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The name “double-beam” let-off motion refers to a

conventional single-beam (bottom-mounted) let-off mo-

tion plus a top-mounted let-off motion, arranged in a

position parallel to each other. Each of the topand

bottom-mounted let-off motions has a tension detector

(load cell) and controls letting-off operation independ-

ently of the other.

The new double-beam let-off motion, in comparison with

the conventional double-beam let-off motion, facilitates

upper beam replacement work for higher work efficiency

and safety.

It adopts positive easing in the bottom-mounted let-off

motion and positive easing in the top-mounted let-off

motion.

REFERENCE:For the electronic and electrical control of

the let-off motion, refer to Chapter 9,

Subsection 9.6.1.
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2.5.1 Specifications and Definition of Top/Bottom

Beams

No. Items Top beam Bottom beam

1 Warp beam dia. (mm) ø800, ø930 ø800, ø930, or ø1000

2 Easing motion Negative Positive

3 Max. warp tension set value 300 kg 500 kg

4 Total warp tension

(1)Top beam tension + Bottom beam tension ≤ 500 kg

(2)For single use of the bottom beam

(Same setting as for the JAT710 standard, single-beam let-off motion)

Positive easing motion
High-tension back roller Up to 500 kg

Standard back roller Up to 350 kg

■ Definition of Top/Bottom Beams

Generally set a beam with less warp or with bottom tension as a top beam. When weaving fabrics with tension

difference between top and bottom beams (e.g., seersucker), however, set a lower-tension beam as a bottom beam

and a higher-tension one as a top beam.

2.5.1 Specifications and Definition of Top/Bottom Beams
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2.5.2 Notes for Setting up the Double-beam Type

(1) All setting-up jobs must be carried out by workers

qualified for beam loading.

(2) When loading a top beam onto the channel of the

beam holder, let other persons know verbally,

making sure that nobody or no obstacle is below the

beam.

It is recommended that a chain block be used.

(3) Prepare and manage the beam setting-up procedure

manual in each workshop. This is very important for

safe work.

(4) Secure the warp beams with the specified bolts.

Tightening torque: 30 to 35 N·m (300 to 350 kgf·

cm)

2.5.2 Notes for Setting up the Double-beam Type
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2.5.3 Maintenance and Adjustment of Easing

Motion for the Top-mounted Let-off Motion

[1] Maintenance

Apply grease to the contact sections between tension spring 1 and tension lever 2 and between tension spring 1 and

adjustment nut 3.

Lubricant: Grease D

Lubrication interval: Once/month

Tension spring 1 uses a spring of 10 mm dia. wire as standard.

2.5.3 Maintenance and Adjustment of Easing Motion for the Top-mounted Let-off Motion
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[2] Adjusting the Tension Spring

At the time of shipment, the easing motor is set up so that the tension roller lever 8 becomes vertical when the warp

tension is set to 100 kg.

Enter the desired warp tension and position tension roller lever 8 by adjusting tension spring 1 according to the steps

below.

(1) When loading a top beam, enter the desired warp tension from the function panel.

Tension roller lever 8 moves in the direction of arrow “A.”

(2) Set tension roller lever 8 in the vertical position.

Tension roller lever 8 is set to the vertical position when aligning the indicator 9 hole with the circular mark on

tension roller lever 8.

If tension roller lever 8 is inclined toward the direction of arrow “A”, loosen lock-nut 4-b and turn adjusting nut 3 in

the direction of arrow “D” until tension roller lever 8 becomes vertical.

If vertical setting in these steps fails, loosen lock-nut 4-a, and turn adjusting nut 3 in the tightening direction

(direction of arrow “C”). The number of turns of tension spring 1 decreases to increase the force of tension lever 2

applied to the warp.

When tension roller lever 8 becomes vertical, tighten lock-nuts 4-a and 4-b and fix adjusting nut 3.

If tension roller lever 8 is inclined toward the direction of arrow “B”, make adjustment in the opposite way.

The initial adjustment is complete.

IMPORTANT: Modifying the number of coils of the tension spring will change the detection ability of the load cell

even if the tension is 0 kg (under no load).

After setting up the tension spring, therefore, be sure to set the warp tension at 0 kg and carry out the zero adjustment of

the load cell.

2.5.3 Maintenance and Adjustment of Easing Motion for the Top-mounted Let-off Motion
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2.5.4 Up-down and Front-to-rear Positioning of

Upper and Lower Back Brackets

The standard up-down and front-to-rear positions of the

back brackets should be as shown in the table below

when both the top and bottom beams are used.

Since the relative positions of the top and bottom tension

rollers do not change, only determine the position of the

bottom beam back bracket.

Front-to-rear

position

Up-down

position

Lower back roller

(Positive easing motion)
6 –2

These values are determined based on the upper warp

sheet. Dimension “A” comes to approx. 35 mm.

2.5.4 Up-down and Front-to-rear Positioning of Upper and Lower Back Brackets
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2.5.5 Install and remove the turning roller for R/S

250 specification

Follow the procedure below when removing and installing the turning roller by beam exchange.

[1] Remove the turning roller

Since the roller is heavy, please pay attention to safety

when removing and installing.

(1) Install the turning roller detaching tool 2 (The tool

2) on right and left sides bracket 1.

In this case, make sure to fix the key-hole A to the

spacer position of right and left brackets 1.

Turning roller detaching tool : J8203-04010-**

(2) Loosen the right and left side bolt 3 and remove the

cap 4.

2.5.5 Install and remove the turning roller for R/S 250 specification
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(3) Place the turning roller 5 on the upper part of the

tool 2 at right and left sides and move to the edge of

the tool2 slowly.

(4) Unload the turning roller 5 from the tool 2.

[2] Install the turning roller

(1) Install the tool 2 on right and left sides bracket 1.

(2) Move to direction of cloth fell shifts slowly and

install on right and left sides bracket 1 after install

the turning roller on upper side of the tool 2.

Please work carefully so as not to pinch your fingers

between the turning roller 5 and the bracket 1.

(3) Fix the left and right side cap 4 by bolt 3.

Tightening

Torque wrench (No.77105-00001-0A)

Socket for torque wrench (No.77104-13003)

Tightening torque

19.6～20.9N・m（200～213kgf・cm）

(4) Remove the the tool 2 from right and left sides

bracket 1.

2.5.5 Install and remove the turning roller for R/S 250 specification
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2.5.6 Up-down and Front-to-rear Positioning of

Warp Detector (Pin-dropper type)

[1] Up-down Position

The height of the warp detector is expressed by top “A”

of the warp detector bracket on ruler “B.”

At the right and left sides of the warp detector, adjust the

height of the warp detector brackets by turning

adjustment bolts “C.”

It is necessary to adjust the height of the warp detector

depending upon the height of the upper and lower back

brackets.

Front-to-rear

position

Up-down

position

Lower back bracket 6 –2

Upper back bracket — —

Height of warp detector –3

When the up-down and front-to-rear positions of the back

brackets are standard, the standard height of the warp

detector is “–3.”

2.5.6 Up-down and Front-to-rear Positioning of Warp Detector (Pin-dropper type)
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[2] Front-to-rear Position

Move the warp detector to the front or rear so that

distance “a” between the front end of guide bar 1 and the

rear end of full-leno selvage cover 2 comes to the values

given in the table below.

Distance “a” (mm)

Standard version 53

With an optional seat

pressure bar
93

3: Seat pressure bar

2.5.6 Up-down and Front-to-rear Positioning of Warp Detector (Pin-dropper type)
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2.5.7 Setting of Double-beam Let-off Conditions

on the Function Panel

[1] [ Letoff ] Switch

Touch [ Map ] – [ Letoff ] to call up the screen shown at

left.

(1) When using both the top and bottom beams

Make sure that the “Top beam” item is set to USED.

Since the top and bottom beams are controlled

independently of each other, it is necessary to enter

the let-off conditions for each of them.

The entry procedure for beam-related items is the

same as for the single-beam let-off motion.

Refer to Chapter 2, Subsection 2.1.1.

(2) When using the bottom beam only

You may use the bottom beam only. To do so, set

the “Top beam” item to NOT USED.

Note that when the machine is in operation, it is

impossible to switch the top beam between USED

and NOT USED.

NOTE: When the machine is turned on after

clearing of the RAM, the “Top beam” is

automatically set to USED.

[2] [ Warp Out ] Switch

Touch [ Operator ] – [ Warp Out ] to call up the screen

shown at left.

The entry procedure for the bottom beam is the same as

for the single-beam let-off motion. Refer to Chapter 0,

Subsection 0.3.2, [ 4 ], (b).

2.5.7 Setting of Double-beam Let-off Conditions on the Function Panel
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[3] Top Beam Coefficients

To weave with much difference in the warp consumption

rate to the woven cloth (e.g., 120 cm of beam yarn

required for 100 cm of cloth in weaving seersucker),

touch [ Moni ] to call up the screen shown at left. On the

screen, touch the “Warp out forecast” switch to call up

the screen shown below at left.

On the screen shown at left, set the “Consumption rate to

cloth” to 120% for the above sample (using 120 cm of the

beam yarn for 100 cm of cloth).

REFERENCE:On this screen, you can modify the

operation rate to be used for prediction.

2.5.7 Setting of Double-beam Let-off Conditions on the Function Panel
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2.5.8 Rotating the Warp Beams

[1] From the Function Panel

Touch [ Operator ] – [ Prepare ] to call up the screen

shown at left where the current (real) warp tension and

preset warp tension for the top and bottom beams and the

various manual switches are displayed.

Switch Function

SW1 Rotates the top warp beam in the forward direction.

The beam(s) slowly rotates for the

first three seconds, then becomes

faster.

SW1 to SW4 are not displayed when

the upper beam is not in use.

Operational even if the top warp beam

is set to OFF.

SW2 Rotates the top warp beam in the reverse direction.

SW3

Rotates both the top and bottom warp beams in the forward

direction. If the top warp beam is set to OFF, this switch

rotates the bottom one only in the forward direction.

SW4

Rotates both the top and bottom warp beams in the reverse

direction. If the top warp beam is set to OFF, this switch

rotates the bottom one only in the reverse direction.

SW5 Rotates the bottom warp beam in the forward direction. —

SW6 Rotates the bottom warp beam in the reverse direction. —

SW7
Restores the warp tension on both the top and bottom beams to the registered value. If the top warp beam is set to OFF, this switch

restores the warp tension on the bottom one only. During the restoring operation, the red lamp of the signal indicator flashes.

2.5.8 Rotating the Warp Beams
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[2] Operation with Beam Rotation Switches on LH Frame

As shown at left, two beam rotation switches are

provided on the top beam frame of the LH frame.

Turning the TOP (BOTTOM) BEAM rotation switch

clockwise rotates the top (bottom) beam in the forward

direction; turning it counterclockwise rotates the top

(bottom) beam in the reverse direction.

When you release the switch, the beam will stop.

NOTE:When the weaving machine is in operation, these

switches are not operational.

NOTE: If the top warp beam is set to OFF, the TOP

BEAM rotation switch is not operational just like

the manual switches numbered and on the

function panel.

2.5.8 Rotating the Warp Beams
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2.5.9 Setting the Double-beam Let-off Tension

The setting procedure of the double-beam let-off tension is the same as for the single-beam let-off motion. Refer to

Chapter 2, Subsection 2.1.6.

For the mounting positions of the bottom- and top-mounted let-off control boards, see Chapter 9, Subsection 9.6.1

“Bottom- and Top-mounted Let-off Motions”.

2.5.9 Setting the Double-beam Let-off Tension
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2.5.10 Lubrication

Lubricate the drive worm box of the top-mounted let-off motion with the same type of lubricant as for the bottom-

mounted let-off motion. Refer to Chapter M, Section M.3.

2.5.10 Lubrication
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